CRUSHING
EQUIPMENT
Impact Crushing of SBM. Shanghai
Shibang Machinery Co., Ltd.(SBM) is a
professional manufacturer of crushing
equipment . It is major production include...
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Impact Crushing Equipment
SBM is an international Impact Crushing manufacturer and exporter
company. And supply the the best equipment of crushing. You can
learn more information of Impact Crushing here.
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CRUSHING EQUIPMENT LIST
- Jaw Crushing
- JC Series Jaw Crushers
- Impact Crushing
- CS Cone Crushers
- Hydraulic Cone Crushers
- Spring Cone Crushers
- HCS90 Cone Crushers
- VSI Crushers
- Jaw mobile crushing equipment
- Impact mobile crushing equipment
- Cone mobile crushing equipment
- YGFS Multi-crushing equipment

Impact Crushing Equipment
[ Impact Crushing Overview ] SBM Impact Crusher is a new product that absorbs advanced technologies
at home and abroad. Impact crusher is suitable for materials whose compressive strength is under 360Mpa,
and particle size is under 500mm.The company impact crusher features easy maintenance, high crushing
ratio and crushing efficiency etc. With end products in cubic shape, impact crushers are the ideal crusher
for aggregates processing in high-type highway building, water conservancy and power construction.
[ Impact Crusher Application ] With excellent capacity and performance, the impact crusher is preferred to crush granite,
limestone, rival gravel, etc. The impact is suitable for materials whose compressive strength is under 360Mpa and side length
is under 500mm.

GRINDING EQUIPMENT LIST
- MTW Trapezium Mill
- LM Vertical Mill
- MTM Trapezium Mill
- High Pressure Suspension Mill
- MXB Coarse Pow der Mill
- SCM Series Super Thin Mill
- Raymond Mill
- Ball Mill

TEL: 0086-21-58383022
0086-21-58383058
FAX:0086-021-58383058
Email: mill@unisbm.net
MSN: millexpo@hotmail.com
Chat Free: click chat
with service agent ->>

Impact Crushing equipment Main Features and Benefits : 1. The impact crusher is with unique simple
structure, keyless connection 2. Impact Crushing is with high-chromium plating hammer and special impact liner plate 3. The
impact crusher is capable of highly efficient hard rock crushing while saving energy 5. The final product of impact crusher is in
the shape of a cube, the discharge grain size is adjustable to simplify the crushing circuit. 6. Easy maintenance 7. Reliable
performance

Impact Crusher Main Parts : Impact Crushing is made up of first stage impact curtain with anvils,impact curtain adjusting
rods, second stage impact curtain with anvils, rotor, blow bar ,wedge lock assembly, back-up bar, discharge opening,third
stage impact plate and so on.

Impact Crusher Project case

Egypt Minerals Project
TAS Flowrance is the Egyptian leading mining company that was established to cover Marble, Granite, Silica Sand, Sandstone,
Phosphate, Quartz rock, potassium Feldspar, Fluorite (Calcium Fluoride), Talc lump, Talc powder, Dolomite, and iron oxide.
Its own mines for talc, feldspar, quartz nearly Aswan and red sea area, they have breaking machine for crushed limestone in
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el minia governorate. In this project, our impact crusher is widely used for marble and granite secondary crushing, iron oxide
crushing and so on.

Stone and Mineral Project
Located in Hanoi, Nhat Huy Group is Vietnam's leading natural stone and mineral manufacturer and exporter. Its main
products are marble, natural stone, cladding, minerals like barite, calcium carbonate etc. Established in 2000, They are one
of the top stone and minerals companies in Vietnam specializing in manufacturing and exporting.
Nhat Huy Group have imported lots of impact crushers from our company. They invest a big money on technology from China
and Germany that makes our production capacity 10000m2 of stone and dozen thousands of minerals.

Impact Crusher in Mining Crushing Project Case
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